Context
Art and Earth define us as human beings. The rupture of connection with either renders
us senseless and therefore only brutal. The language of art is sensual. It can stir the heart. It
can bypass rational, linear processes. Art can be a transformer. The idea that imagination
begets empathy and is awakened by the senses has shaped all that I have attempted as a
citizen artist.

Work
I am interested in building a vocabulary that will one day tell a new story: a new mythology
that restores mystery, beauty, silence, and imagination as central to our co-existence. My
visual language favors archetype and allusion. Like dreams, it is a code simultaneously
familiar, layered, and elusive. The Koan, a Buddhist teaching tool that takes the form of a
paradoxical question, is another model for my work. Insight follows contemplation and the
willingness to lose what one knows.
I draw what I do not know yet, what I have not yet seen. Drawing cycles (mixed media on
paper) emerge when semi conscious material has built up in my imagination to an
internally felt tipping point. As a sculptor, the space of a piece of paper is free of gravity
and the rigors of three dimensional construction. It is a plane that captures movement into
stillness and idea into form.

Materials and Process
The materials I use are both substance and symbol. As substance they are ordinary, simple,
and sometimes found yet within them, there is beauty. As symbols, they do not
comfortably stand for one thing. On the scent of something large, they dodge the straight
line of equation. The exacting repetitive gestures associated with the crafting of much of
my work make the process a meditation; however, the parallel thought flow, or its absence,
that accompanies these gestures also infuses the work.
The record of time is evident though silent in my work. Slowly taking form through
accretion, thousands of horsehairs are individually threaded through hundreds of holes
drilled in vines or tiny dowels. In the White Luminous Room, each of the 1500 ten foot
long strands are made by tying and gluing tiny bundles of hair to a long thread. The
liquidity of plaster is recorded in its hard celestial surface. The flow of ink is remembered

by the contraction of the washi paper in the drying. Every ring of ink on each of the 80
hammered lead pans is a record of the evaporation of that single pool - concentrated,
diluted, rinsed, repeated - until the right mark is made. Hatch marks on the skin of paper,
wax, clay, or lead tally another atrocity of this Anthropcene.
	
  

